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About Food4Me

The complete mapping of the human genome sequence introduced the possibility of individualised medicine. Such customisation can be applied to nutrition, a key health determinant, to tailor dietary advice according to an individual’s physical and genetic make-up. However, the promise of personalised nutrition has failed to develop as a commercial service, and matching dietary advice to genetic profiles has proven difficult. There is a need to comprehensively analyse the opportunities and challenges in the field of personalised nutrition.

Food4Me is an EU (FP7) funded project which aims to address these concerns. It will report on the current knowledge of personalised nutrition, investigate consumer attitudes, and develop new scientific tools for implementation. Food4Me’s international group of experts seek to answer the question, “how can we best use our current understanding of food, genes, and physical traits to design healthier diets tailored for each individual?”

Why Personalised Nutrition?

Research shows that individuals may respond differently to various nutrients. For example, omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, the “healthy fats” found in oily fish, have been found to be more beneficial in individuals with a particular genetic make-up. Such research suggests that overarching dietary guidance is not the most effective technique for improving public health.

Personalised nutrition sets the individual apart to consider their specific physical and genetic characteristics. The emerging field of “nutrigenomics” is examining the relationships between food and gene expression. A personal approach to diet could have significant potential to improve public health.
Food4Me has two strategic objectives:

- Determine the best-practice application of personalised nutrition, through development of suitable business models, research on technological advances, and validation of delivery methods for nutrition advice.

- Compile current scientific knowledge and consumer understanding of personalised nutrition — including communication strategies and ethical boundaries — to be shared with the EU institutions, the food industry, and other stakeholders.

What will Food4Me achieve?

- Assess the prospects and challenges for future personalised nutrition business models, in collaboration with all stakeholders (the food industry, the media, health insurers, patient groups, retailers, regulatory authorities, dietetics and medical groups and scientists).

- Develop new scientific tools that use dietary, genetic, and phenotypic data for tailored nutrition recommendations.

- Validate the impact of different levels of nutrition advice (dietary, phenotypic and genetic) to consumers, using the results from a large study in 8 EU countries.

- Characterise consumer attitudes and beliefs to all aspects of personalised nutrition.

- Describe the ethical and legal dimensions of personalised nutrition.

- Propose best-practice guidelines for communicating about individualised dietary advice.

www.food4me.org
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The Food4Me consortium is a team of experts in the fields of biological sciences, consumer studies, marketing, business development, IT and technology, ethical and legal industry, and communication from 13 EU Member States.
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